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Don’t take my word for it – try it for yourself!
I WAS like every other golfer who read about Pro
Golf IQ for the first time – sceptical.
I’d been told all these stories of how it had worked
wonders for golfers around the world, but I’d still sit
back and say to myself ‘Listening to an audio
program can’t fix my game’ – ‘my problem
is more of a mental thing anyway’.
BINGO. Right there and then I was
introduced to Pro Golf IQ and I haven’t
looked back.
Since completing the Pro Golf IQ
program I have improved out of sight
and achieved things out on the
course that seemed unrealistic just
weeks ago.
For a start I’ve become a more
relaxed person – out on the course,
at home and at work. This is a direct
result of the brain-training audio
sessions, which used a mixture of

sounds and music to get my body in a deepened state
of rest and I can now return to this state whenever
I want.
Out on the course, well I couldn’t believe what a
few short weeks of ‘mental application’ could do
to my game.
My inner demons that had wreaked havoc
with my game for so long were gone. No more
shanks at the most inconvenient times, no more
lack of confidence when trying to hit the green
and split the bunkers. I wasn’t even trying
to keep score either. Hey that’s weird for
me? And I’m not getting too angry
when I do mis-hit one either. That’s
very weird!
Pro Golf IQ had me wanting
to play every day and I had
so much confidence that I
went and obtained my AGU
handicap. After not having a

handicap for eight years, I’m playing off five and I’m
confident my game has the consistency to stay there,
if not improve.
But my greatest result since using Pro Golf IQ was
my first ever hole-in-one. While these are rare and
require some degree of luck on landing, my new preshot routine of picturing my shot and then executing
it paid the ultimate dividends. I can’t explain how
important ‘shutting off ’ before you swing is, but it is
something you will learn using Pro Golf IQ.
Terry Price once told me how so many people
approach him about the program and ask how it helps
him, and he simply tells them to ‘try it for themselves’
because at the end of the day, that’s the best way to
explain Pro Golf IQ. By getting the guaranteed results
yourself, you get a better understanding of how this
revolutionary audio program works, and why it is no
longer the best kept secret in world golf.
It doesn’t matter if you play off 36 or 1 – take the
challenge now and impress your mates the next time

you play. I’m telling you, this game is all mental and
Pro Golf IQ is guaranteed to blow your mind.

In Summary – What Pro
Golf IQ has given me?
• Total control of my mental game
• Eliminated my shanks and bad mishits brought on by fear and lack of
conﬁdence
• The crucial ability to ‘shut off’ like a
pro before I take my swing
• Improved my stress levels, not just on
golf course but at home and at work
• Helped me score my ﬁrst ever hole-inone with a relaxed pre-shot routine
• Gave me the confidence to play
more regularly and regain my AGU
Handicap of 5

See what amateur golfers from around the world have to say about Pro Golf IQ
AFTER using the program and shooting 86
compared than over 100, I am totally convinced.
I don’t know how the program works, but all I do
know is the more I listen to this program, the lower
my handicap has become.
Kevin McCarthy, QLD

“Well, I was pretty skeptical to begin with but I
thought I’d give it a go, but you know what, I think
it actually works. The key to it is helping to relax on
the tee box whether its the 1st or the 17th.”
Justin Armsden,
SPORTS Presenter, CNN Living Golf

I am so happy with my decision to purchase this
product from you. You can not imagine the tension
& pressure removed prior to your game of golf, but
I have also adapted this relaxation & stratgies to
work pressure situations. I couldn’t wait to start my
first session.My golf game has improved so much

WELL 4 months ago, I was always shooting over
100, 110, 112 and now I’m regularly shooting low
90s down as low as 90. Just listen to the program
for about 25 minutes 3 times a week and within
a few weeks, you’ll be playing the best golf of
your life!
Ellen Neale, Gold Coast

I first took up the ProGolf IQ program with an open
mind. Not sure whether to believe the claims but
willing to give it a try and a chance. I think that the
program should not be misunderstood for a magic
wand. The participant MUST put in commitment,
belief and training both in the mind, the body and

Well just a quick history, i have rediscovered
golf after about 20 years! The main reason why
i stopped playing all that time ago, other than
testosterone kicking in and finding night clubs,
bars and girls! was that i had so much anxiety at
every tee box it was just crippling, not to mention

I used to get stressed on the golf course after a
bad shot, but now I am calm and can focus on the
next shot. If you can show me any other piece of
equipment which can improve my golf a simply as
Pro Golf IQ I’ll do cartwheels!
Darrel Hipkiss, QLD

I am now onto session five having listened to
sessions one through to four over the previous
few weeks. Up until then my scoring had been
inconsistent, that is flashes of ‘good’ and ‘very
good’ but always with ‘poor’ in between - as I said
inconsistent. Over the last seven weeks, playing in

I have completed the Session 2 program – with
a difference! Last Friday I took myself off to a
quiet place and played the session only to have
a lot of static off a CD player in one of our (B&B)
bedrooms. Concerned by this (I knew static like
sounds were to be part of the program but this

CUT YOUR HANDICAP
OR YOUR MONEY BACK
Pro Golf IQ is a revolutionary new program that gets your mind into optimum shape for golf, allowing you to think like a Pro. A safe, highly
advanced, scientifically proven system, consisting of a 5-week course in the comfort of your own home. Pro Golf IQ will coach you to think
like a Pro and get into the ZONE on every shot. Before long, you’ll be playing the best golf of your life.

“Pro Golf IQ will blow your mind”

SPECIAL OFFER
$427 VALUE FOR JUST $219
Pro Golf IQ Program worth $219
+ Golfer Pacific Annual Subscription and 1dz free Optima balls worth $59
+ enforcer program (enforcer is a boost program) worth $69
+ Subscription for 2 for1 golf ($1,000 of value) worth $79.95

Terry Price, Australian Touring Pro

Purchase Online at
www.progolﬁq.com
click BUY NOW and enter
promo code GOLFER

